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Reading 

 

• Choose a page from a fiction book of 

your choice.  

Read it carefully, listing any adjectives, 

then create a detailed illustration.  

Use speech or thought bubbles to show 

conversation or inner thoughts. 

 

• Try reading a book that you wouldn’t 

usually choose!  Either select something at 

home or visit the website Epic: 

getepic.com 

➢ Class code: ghs0944 

➢ Select ‘Guest’ 

 

• Scotland’s national poet Robert Burns’ 

birthday is on January 25th so why not 

listen to some of his poetry, recited by 

Burns performer Christopher Tait: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsC-

Aumx4dk.  

Which poem is your favourite and why? 

 

Writing 
 

 
  Assignment Task – Four Seasons 

This will be submitted to an ‘Assignment 

Folder’ that can only be seen by Primary 5 

teachers and will not be visible to other 

children on Teams.   
➢ Your response from your teacher will also be 

private and will only be able to be viewed 

by you. 
➢ Full details will be published on the General 

Channel on Teams of how this can be 

submitted. 
 

‘Four Seasons’ - Using paragraphs 

Read the ‘What Are Paragraphs?’ information 

sheet, watch the learner guides and complete 

the quiz.  Then watch the ‘Four Seasons’ video 

to help you to write your own four paragraphs 

about the seasons.   

 

Which is your favourite season? You could write 

one final paragraph telling us what you like 

most about that time of year (you could draw 

some seasonal illustrations too). 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zv4j7nb 

 

Extra: ‘Insect Paragraphs’ worksheet 
       

Spelling:  Days, Months & Seasons 
 

Now is the perfect time to make sure that you’ve mastered the correct spelling of all the 

seasons, days of the week and months of the year ahead.  Practise writing these words in any 

way you choose then ask a family member to test you! 

 
  

Numeracy and Maths 
 

• Reasoning Skills:  ODD ONE OUT       

 Which of these numbers do you think is the odd one out?  Why? 

 Note:  Any of them could be the odd one out.  You must be able to explain your  choices! 

 

• Complete the worksheets:  keep your basic addition number bonds fresh with the ‘Pairs & 

Trios’ worksheet , reinforce your multiplication skills with the ‘Pirates - Find A Line’ tasks, and 

use your reasoning skills to work out which numbers are represented by the pictures of 

Olympic sports in the ‘Winter Olympics Crack the Code’ Worksheet. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsC-Aumx4dk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsC-Aumx4dk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zv4j7nb
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• Ways to Show Multiplication: We can think about multiplication in a variety of ways to help 

us visualise and work out the answer to a problem. 

Complete the ‘Ways to think about Multiplication’ worksheet using a multiplication fact of 

your choice (e.g. 3 x 4) to show all the different ways that fact can be represented.  Here is 

a partially completed example: 
 

   
 

 

• Look at these examples of geometric art by Piet Mondrian: 

 
 

He uses rectangles and squares to create striking images. Can you create your own artwork 

using times tables facts from either the 2, 4 and 8 or 3, 6 and 9 times tables? 

 

If needed, squared paper is included in the resources section or can be downloaded free 

from: http://www.mathsphere.co.uk/resources/MathSphereFreeGraphPaper.htm 

 
  

Additional Curricular Areas 
 

• STEM: ‘Gravity Defying Water’.  

We love a STEM challenge in Primary 5!  Have a go at this engineering challenge (see the 

STEM instructions sheet).  

Can water defy gravity? It’s time to find out!  

You will need: a glass, water and a thick piece of card.  Make sure that you do this experiment 

over a sink or tray.  Now here’s some questions to think about: 

➢ Will the seal hold for ever? 

➢  What is stopping the water from coming out? 

Extra Challenge: Do the experiment again using a plastic or polystyrene cup, but this time poke 

a hole near the bottom of the cup. Cover it tightly with your thumb until the cup is upside 

down, with the card suspended. Then release your thumb and watch what happens… 
 

http://www.mathsphere.co.uk/resources/MathSphereFreeGraphPaper.htm
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• TOPIC: Old Edinburgh 

Watch the accompanying video in The P5 Stream (linked in Teams) or read the transcript 

included in your pack.  
 

Activity 

Look carefully at the map of Old Edinburgh. At first glance it looks quite odd compared to a 

modern map.  However, take a closer look (you could even use a magnifying glass). You might 

be able to pick out some familiar sights, streets, buildings and landmarks that still exist today. 

 

• Do you notice anything odd about the title? People didn’t care too much about spelling 

back then!  

• Can you see the Nor’ Loch and the city walls that were mentioned earlier?  

• Can you locate some other key locations on the map?  You might need to do a wee bit of 

research for this.  Here are some suggestions of places to get you going, though. Can you find: 

 

1. Edinburgh Castle 

2. The Palace of Holyroodhouse 

3. The High Kirk of Edinburgh (now known as St. Giles Cathedral) 

 4. The Netherbow Port (a main gateway to the city)  

5. The Grassmarket - where animals were sold at market? 

  

• Make a list of some of the places that you would recognise today and that still exist. You 

could compare it to a modern map to help, if you like. See if you can find as many as 10 

familiar sights around our beautiful and fascinating city. 

                   
 

 

------------------ 

 

• Health & Wellbeing:  ‘In The New Year’ – Write sentences/draw pictures for each section 

(see ‘In The New Year’ sheet) to tell us all about your hopes and dreams for the year ahead. 

 

• Music: Have a go at some Scottish themed body percussion: 

https://www.youtube.com/c/GoodmorningMrsJones/videos 

 

• Art: Draw with Rob - Every Tuesday and Thursday at 10am, author and illustrator Rob 

Biddulph posts draw-a-long videos that you can join in with. All the videos he has posted so 

far are also available here: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBpgrJijMpk_pyp9uTbxLdg 

     Choose one of Rob’s videos to draw with and share the finished result! 

 
  

Supporting Learning Ideas - Signpost of the Week:  
 

• Second Level Thing Link provides a variety of literacy and numeracy websites for families to 

access to support learning. Just click on the dots on each line to visit the website: 

      http://www.thinglink.com/scene/1399439080353169411  

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/c/GoodmorningMrsJones/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBpgrJijMpk_pyp9uTbxLdg
http://www.thinglink.com/scene/1399439080353169411
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Numeracy and Maths  

Resources 
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Literacy  

Resources 

 

 

 

 
Spelling – Days and Months 
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‘Four Seasons – Using paragraphs’ 

 

What Are Paragraphs? 

A paragraph is a collection of sentences. 

Paragraphs are used in writing to introduce new sections of a story, characters or pieces 

of information. 

Paragraphs help readers to enjoy what has been written because they break text up into 

easy-to-read sections. 

 

Follow these rules for perfect paragraphs! 

• All the sentences within a paragraph should be about the same person, place, time or 

topic. 

• When the person, place, time or topic changes, you should start a new paragraph. 

• Every new paragraph should start on a new line. 

 

FOUR SEASONS WRITING TASK:  SPRING, SUMMER, AUTUMN AND WINTER 

Write your four paragraphs about each season.   Aim for each paragraph to 

contain between four and eight sentences. 

You could write about: 

• what the weather is like in that season 

• what animals you may see 

• what sounds you make hear 

• what people do in that season 

 

 

 

Follow-Up Task 
 

 If you can, read your paragraphs to someone then ask them the following questions. 

 

1. Can they tell you the topic of each of your paragraphs? 

 

2. What did they like about your writing? 

 

3. What could you do to improve your writing? 

 

4. Or you could answer the questions yourself. 
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Additional Curricular Areas  

Resources   
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STEM 
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Old Edinburgh Map 
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Old Edinburgh Video Transcript  

 

So, here we are again. Staying at home in our Fair City. Aren’t we lucky to live here. Our 

beach, the cobbles, Arthur’s Seat, the castle, old town and new town make this a very 

fine place indeed. I wonder, has Edinburgh always been so handsome? So welcoming? 

Let’s go back in time, 500 years no less, to the 1500s and find out…  

 

Edinburgh was often under threat of attack during this time. As a result it was defended 

on all four sides. The Nor’ Loch ran along one side and city walls had been built to protect 

the rest of the town. Parts of the old city walls can still be seen today – see if you can find 

them if you are walking around the Old Town.  As a result, most people in Edinburgh were 

crammed into a small area near the Castle, where it could feel safe. The Palace of 

Hoyroodhouse sat just outside the city walls. In between these two royal homes runs what 

we now call the Royal Mile which is – you guessed it – pretty much a mile long (give or 

take a few royal paces).  Leading off the Royal Mile, down the steep slopes on either side, 

ran numerous narrow streets – often called ‘closes’ or ‘wynds’. All manner of life lived and 

worked in these cramped, overcrowded streets – from the very wealthy to the poorest of 

the poor. And they would have rubbed shoulders with each other – quite literally – as they 

went about their daily business.  Now, it’s impossible to recreate what life would really 

have been like in the 1500s (unless you really want to eat sheep’s head soup, have 

someone pour a bucket of toilet waste - or ‘nastiness’ - on your head then sleep in a flea-

ridden bed with some rats).  However, if you walk through the streets of the Old Town 

today and use your imagination just a little, you might still get an idea of what this old city 

would have looked like…. 

 

An English traveller came to Edinburgh at the end of the 1500s.  This is how he described 

the Old Town.  Do you recognise the places he is talking about?  

“ At the end, towards the east, is the King’s palace joining to the monastery.  In a park of 

hares, rabbits and deer, a high mountain hangs, called the chair of Arthur.  From the 

King’s Palace the city rises higher and higher to the west, and consists mostly of one 

broad and very fair street, the rest of the side streets and alleys being of poor building and 

inhabited with very poor people. The length from east to west is about a mile.  At the 

furthest end towards the west is a very strong castle on a most steep rock, which the Scots 

think is undefeatable. In the middle of the long street, the Cathedral is built, which is large 

and light, but not very grand or decorated.” 

 

Bustling Businesses 

During the day it was certainly a busy, noisy, smelly place, with humans and animals all 

mixing together in the streets. It would be alive with the sound of people talking and 

laughing, the cries of market stall holders, the pleading of beggars and the grunting, 

snuffling and braying of animals being brought to market.  Business of all sorts was carried 

out in the street, or in nearby coffee houses and pubs. The High Street and its closes were 

filled with market stalls and the workshops of various craftsmen - including butchers, 

fishmongers, tanners (leatherworkers) and candlemakers. 
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Stinky Streets 

As you can imagine, this would have led to a real minging mixture of smells as many of 

these jobs were pretty stinky.  

For example;  

• Tanners and dyers used urine to treat leather and dye cloth • Candles were made from 

melted animal fat.   

• Fishmongers would gut fish at their stalls  

• Butchers (or ‘fleshers’ as they were known) would cut up animal flesh on their boards or 

hang their carcasses up to let the blood run onto the road  

Add to that the manure from horses, cows, goats, pigs and sheep and you get a pretty 

pongy picture of life in Old Edinburgh! And it wasn’t just animal waste that would add to 

the smell…  With no running water or flushing toilets, people simply emptied their 

‘nastiness’ out into the street. Scavengers (or ‘scaffies’) were employed by the council to 

clear up the mess and take it out of the city, but it very often ended up in the nearby Nor’ 

Loch (now Princes Street Gardens – which might be why the flowers grow so well there…). 
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Health and Wellbeing 

 


